design your dream home
Potton design brief

Name:
Site Address:

What is a design brief ?
Put simply, the brief document is a summary of your requirements.
The brief will be used by the designer throughout the design stage in order to make design decisions on your behalf.
It is the designer’s role to expand your vision - to do this they need to understand you, your site, and your aspirations. To
do this they need to know your priorities from the start.
The brief will develop through discussions with the Self Build Consultant and designer, but it will always be in the background,
informing and driving the design.

DESIGN OVERVIEW
Please give a brief description of your design and yourself, this will give us an idea of how you like to live and create a house that works for you.
“We (2 adults and 3 children) want a cosy family home with lots of snug quiet spaces and character. We love walking our two dogs and enjoy cooking and entertaining”.

It’s often helpful to have a key concept, something that helps anchor the design,
for example ...

Please add your key concept ideas below, feel free to add more if required.
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SITE SKETCH
Can we have a brief sketch of your site...
Mark on anything you want to tell us about the site, for example the view you would like.

Example Site Sketch ...

Your Site Sketch ...
Views

Views

Views

Old
Barn

We’ ll want
documents from the
Land Registry and
almost certainly
a topographical
survey.

Access

Please take photographs in and around your site, including local houses or
features of note. Especailly important, are your neighbouring houses and
their overlooking windows.
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NEEDS & ASPIRATIONS
A bit more detail please ...
It’s helpful for us to understand more about the accommodation you want and how you plan on living in your new home.
We need the fundamentals, like how many bedrooms, bathrooms and en-suites you want and whether you want separate reception rooms or if you like to live open plan. Would you like some specialised
spaces, for example a dog shower? Somewhere around 20 bullet points is probably a good idea; if you get to 50 or more we’re probably all going to be confused!

FIRST FLOOR

We often tell our customers to think of a house design like a cake,
dividing your wish list into three sections;




Master bedroom with en-suite & dressing area
Double bedroom




Single bedroom



The wow features (the cherry on the top)



The nice to haves (the icing)

Storage cupboard



The must haves (the cake)

EXTERIOR

Bathroom with bath & shower






Traditional looking porch
Space for 2 cars



Garage (ideally double)

Example ...

Open plan kitchen diner with room for a table for 8 people

Grey slate roof tiles




Boot room with space for a dog shower
Study (upstairs or downstairs)
Cupboard for coats



Large ‘Wow’ factor windows




Large utility with washer & dryer and an ironing board
WC




Cream render

GROUND FLOOR

Living room with log burner and view of the garden



Parking for caravan





WHAT I LIKE

WHAT I DON’T LIKE

Open plan living

Dormer windows

Light rooms airy rooms

Dark rooms

Cosy area

Brick exterior

Post & beams
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NEEDS & ASPIRATIONS
Your needs and aspirations ...
Getting your priorities straight early on will make sure choices later on don’t feel like a compromise.
At this stage, don’t hold back with budget or other constraints, as if you start with limitations you will get a limited outcome. Instead, tell us what’s important to you, and what you dream of.
GROUND FLOOR

EXTERIOR

FIRST FLOOR

WHAT I LIKE

DETAILS
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WHAT I DON’T LIKE

BUBBLE DIAGRAMS
Please draw us a bubble diagram if you can ...
A room relationship diagram, or a flow diagram will give your designer the general outline of how you imagine your rooms may relate to each other.
The bubble diagram gives the designer the freedom to arrange the rooms in the most effective way, while keeping true to your vision.
Simply put the names of each room per floor, and the rooms it should link to.

This ...

helped us to design, this ...
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The sizes
don’t have to be
representative
of rooms
in real life,
think London
underground

BUBBLE DIAGRAMS
Please draw us a bubble diagram if you can ...
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STYLES & FEATURES
Tell us what style of home you would like ...
Please collect images from magazines, Pinterest or just from travelling around and let us know what it is you like about a good selection of external and internal images. Around
10 images is ideal.
House Style: (e.g. Contemporary)
Pinterest is a
great way to collect and
share images with us. Sign
up at www.pinterest.com
and create a Potton board
and send an invitation to
POTTONDESIGN for us

External Material Preferences: (e.g. Combination of timber cladding and render)

to view it.

Other Notes: (e.g. Large inglenook fireplace)
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DESIGN MEETING NOTES
To be completed with your Self-Build Consultant ...
It is essential that we understand how much money you want to spend on building your new home. We need to understand your build route (self-managed, project manager or
builder) and specification aspirations because these, as well as many other factors influence how much your home will cost to build. Please circle your priorities and add others if necessary!
Budget:

Gross Internal Area:

energy efficiency

budget
future-proofing

style
quality

simplicity
easy maintainance

Don’t forget to
talk about ...
Budget
GIA (ideal gross internal area)
How the build will be managed
Planning History
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TO DO LIST
One last check ...
Please make sure you tick off all of the items in your to do list before sending it back to Potton. Thank you.

TO DO

DESCRIPTION

DONE

Land registry documents:
Title register and Title plan

This is the document that shows the site boundary outline and details of your land ownership.
It can be obtained from:
https://www.gov.uk/search-property-information-land-registry

OS Plan / ordnance survey
in CAD form (DWG file)

This can be downloaded online and should be a DWG
Topography surveys or land surveys are detailed accurate plan drawings identifying both natural and man-made
features within a specified area.
We will need a streetscene for built-up areas and ground levels for all sites.

Topographical survey
We will need existing floorplans and the elevations of any existing buildings.
This should be a DWG with a scale bar.
You will be advised on whether these are required, examples include:

Any additional surveys

Schedule of final drawings required

•
•
•
•
•

Arboricultural / tree survey
Ecological survey
Flood report
Bat report
Heritage report

For example, do you require a garage, a site plan, a 3D visual (Additional cost for 3D images).

Others...
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HINTS & TIPS
Helpful hints & tips ...
The ideal brief should be defined and concise about what you want - but leave the design open ended, leaving enough for the designer to give their input.
Above all, tell the designer what you want, and let them worry about how to get it!

•

Don’t rush the design to move on to the next stage. A last minute change will always be a bad design change.

•

Don’t get stuck on details or be precious. Start with the big picture, the concept, and work from there. The design will change many times.

•

Don’t be intimidated… research, plan, discuss.

•

Do: convey the story of you and your family as clearly as possible. Your designer needs to get to know your priorities in order to make informed decisions for you.

•

Do: be honest about your budget and requirements.

•

Do: send relevant pictures and be open to suggestions.

•

Do: add personal touches, you are self builders, make it special to you!

•

Do: provide feedback and critique, and change the direction as early on as possible if you feel it is not going in the right direction. Design is like a moving train, keep
it on track.

•

Do: ask lots of questions, get involved and get excited!
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